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STATE FORESTS 7, 14, 20 AND 56 
Partial Revocation of Dedication — Motion 

MR A.P. JACOB (Ocean Reef — Minister for Environment) [12.14 pm]: I move — 

That the proposal for the partial revocation of state forests 7, 14, 20 and 56, laid on the table of the 
Legislative Assembly on Tuesday, 24 September 2013, by command of His Excellency the Governor, 
be carried out. 

The state forest revocation proposal that has been tabled relates to the Mundaring water treatment plant and three 
separate road proposals that require partial excisions from state forests 7, 14, 20 and 56, totalling 33.1 hectares. 
For ease of identification, these four areas have been numbered. One proposal relates to the construction of the 
Mundaring water treatment plant and the remaining three proposals relate to the formal dedication, realignment 
or widening of existing roads. In two of the proposals this road widening will result in vegetation clearing. If the 
proposed excisions are approved, two unconstructed roads will be added to the estate managed by the 
Department of Parks and Wildlife as an offset for the excisions and to rationalise management of unused roads 
through state forest. The potential gain in this regard is about three hectares. 

Area 1 relates to the proposed excision of 9.377 hectares from state forest 7. The area is situated approximately 
five kilometres south of Mundaring. The Water Corporation has requested the excision to rationalise the tenure 
of the Mundaring water treatment plant site. The Mundaring water treatment plant is currently under 
construction and the site’s tenure consists of state forest 7 and crown reserve 50999. Crown reserve 50999 is 
managed by the Water Corporation. The excised portion of state forest is proposed to be transferred to the Water 
Corporation in freehold and will formalise the tenure of the Mundaring water treatment plant. 

Area 2 relates to the proposed excision of 1.8121 hectares from state forest 14. The area is situated 
approximately one and a half kilometres south east of Dwellingup. The Shire of Murray has requested this 
excision to allow for the dedication of an existing private property access route known as Holmes Road. Holmes 
Road was constructed prior to 1990 and provides access to lots 1190, 1187 and 1188, which are privately owned 
freehold land. The dedication of Holmes Road will formalise access to these lots and rationalise the situation 
prevailing on the ground by legalising the current access. This proposal does not require the clearing of 
vegetation. Contingent upon the revocation proceeding, an unused road on the eastern side of these lots is to be 
closed for inclusion into the adjoining state forest. The area proposed for addition to the forest estate is about 
1.7 hectares and will rationalise management of roads surrounding those lots. 
As part of its upgrade to South Western Highway, Main Roads Western Australia has requested an excision from 
state forest 20. The area proposed for excision is situated about five kilometres south east of Balingup. Main 
Roads is seeking six separate portions from state forest 20, which have a total area of 3.957 hectares. The 
proposed road reserve will be 60 metres wide. This width will match the existing surveyed road corridor through 
private property immediately to the south. The widened road corridor will allow Main Roads to undertake the 
planned improvements to South Western Highway and will also result in some vegetation clearing. The native 
vegetation affected by the proposal was identified as primarily jarrah and marri forest, with endemic understory 
species. Main Roads commissioned an environmental impact assessment and an environmental management 
plan for this project. Both of these documents were provided to the former Department of Environment and 
Conservation. 

Finally, area 4 relates to Main Roads’ proposed upgrades to Bussell Highway north of Margaret River. To 
facilitate these proposed upgrades, Main Roads requires the excision of six portions of state forest 56. These six 
portions have a total area of 18.3141 hectares. Contingent upon the excision of these portions of state forest, a 
portion of the existing road reserve is to be closed and added to the adjoining forest estate. The area proposed for 
addition is about 1.4 hectares. The vegetation affected by this proposal is a mix of native forest and introduced 
species. The introduced species are part of radiata pine and bluegum plantations. Main Roads commissioned an 
environmental impact assessment and environmental management plan for this project and the former 
Department of Environment and Conservation has been provided with a copy of these documents also.  

All four proposals have the support of the Forest Products Commission, the Department of Lands and the 
relevant local government authorities, and they have been endorsed by the Conservation Commission of Western 
Australia, which is the vesting body for state forests. I commend this revocation proposal to the house and I ask 
members to support it. 

Debate adjourned, on motion by Ms S.F. McGurk. 
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